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	IN LITTLE MORE THAN HALF A DECADE, Facebook has gone from a dorm-room novelty to a company with 500 million users. It is one of the fastest growing companies in history, an essential part of the social life not only of teenagers but hundreds of millions of adults worldwide. As Facebook spreads around the globe, it creates surprising effects—even becoming instrumental in political protests from Colombia to Iran.


	Veteran technology reporter David Kirkpatrick had the full cooperation of Facebook’s key executives in researching this fascinating history of the company and its impact on our lives. Kirkpatrick tells us how Facebook was created, why it has flourished, and where it is going next. He chronicles its successes and missteps, and gives readers the most complete assessment anywhere of founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg, the central figure in the company’s remarkable ascent. This is the Facebook story that can be found nowhere else.


	How did a nineteen-year-old Harvard student create a company that has transformed the Internet and how did he grow it to its current enormous size? Kirkpatrick shows how Zuckerberg steadfastly refused to compromise his vision, insistently focusing on growth over profits and preaching that Facebook must dominate (his word) communication on the Internet. In the process, he and a small group of key executives have created a company that has changed social life in the United States and elsewhere, a company that has become a ubiquitous presence in marketing, altering politics, business, and even our sense of our own identity. This is the Facebook Effect.
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Neural Development and Stem Cells (Contemporary Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2005

	Developing the second edition of Neural Development and Stem Cells was necessitated

	by the rapid increase in our knowledge of the development of the nervous system.

	It has become increasingly clear that stem cells are a heterogeneous population that

	changes extensively during development. Perhaps the most important advance in our...
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Guide to the Wiring Regulations: 17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671:2008)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Guide to the Wiring Regulations    

    17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671: 2008)    

    

    Darrell Locke IEng MIEE ACIBSE, Electrical Contractors' Association, UK    

    

    Essential for electrical installers and installation...
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PowerShell and Python Together: Targeting Digital InvestigationsApress, 2019

	Bring together the Python programming language and Microsoft’s PowerShell to address digital investigations and create state-of-the-art solutions for administrators, IT personnel, cyber response teams, and forensic investigators.
	


	
		You will learn how to join PowerShell's robust set of commands and access to the...
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JBoss 3.2 Deployment and AdministrationApress, 2003

	Deploying J2EE applications and configuring the application server are some of the most tricky, non-standard elements of J2EE development. But JBoss 3.2 Deployment and Administration will help you navigate configurative, administrative, and deployment tasks on the JBoss application server.


	Meanwhile, JBoss is the leading...
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Post-Oil Energy Technology: The World's First Solar-Hydrogen Demonstration Power PlantCRC Press, 2008
A solution to the climate and energy crisis
Demonstrating the feasibility of a clean, renewable global energy future, Post-Oil Energy Technology: The World’s First Solar-Hydrogen Demonstration Power Plant describes the detailed design of the first 1,000 megawatt solar power plant with hydrogen storage.    
...
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Water Resources: A New Water Architecture (Challenges in Water Management Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Over 7 billion people demand water from resources that the changing climate is making more and more difficult to harness. Water scarcity and shortage are increasingly common and conditions are becoming more extreme. Inadequate and inappropriate management of water is already taking its toll on the environment and on the quality of life of...
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